MISCELLANEOUS
FORMATS
174. [ALASKA – Album Pages] LaRoche, Frank,
& others. Group of seven pages from a disbound album with photos on both sides of each

page for a total of 36 views of Alaska,
assembled circa 1896-1899. Included are eight
photos by Frank LaRoche (1853-1936), a
photographer from Seattle, each titled in the
negative, and twenty-eight 3 ¼” x 4 ¼” smaller
photos. LaRoche arrived in Seattle in 1889 and

was a successful photographer for many years.
He traveled to Alaska during the Klondike gold
rush and took many photographs of the
activities, natives, and scenery of the region.
Five of the eight LaRoche views measure 7 ¼” x
9 ¼” and include: “1245 Fort Wrangle.”, with a
penciled date of June 13th; “1124 Sitka,
Alaska.”, with a penciled date of June 12th;
“1173 Section of Muir Glacier, Alaska,

Reflected.”; “1107 Interior Greek Church, Sitka,
Alaska.”; and “Takou Glacier, Alaska No 1182.”,
with a penciled date of June 11th ‘96. The three
boudoir size LaRoche photos include: “243
Indian Merchants at Juneau Alaska.”; “… Indian
Town, Sitka, Alaska.”; and “232 Indian Avenue,
Sitka.” The smaller views show Native Alaskans
in Juneau, Fort Wrangel, and Sitka; scenes
around the Treadwell Mine; views of glacier
icefields; and the town site of Killisnoo.
Killisnoo is an island in southeast Alaska where

the North West Trading Co established a trading
post and whaling station among the natives in
the 1870s. A decade later commercial fishing
for herring became very profitable along with
the establishment of several canneries. Great
group of Alaska photographs just prior to the
turn of the 20th century. Each album page
measures approximately 10 ¼” x 15”. Several of
the smaller images are very light in contrast; the
larger ones are much sharper.
175. [ALASKA – Juneau] Anon. Untitled view
of Juneau looking down the hill onto the town
and Douglas Island across the waterway, circa
1900. The early view looks down across the
growing town of wood-frame buildings towards
the dock area from a vantage point of a logged
off hillside with stumps still showing in the
foreground. Juneau was founded in 1880 as a
result of gold being discovered nearby at the
head of Gold Creek. Juneau is located along the
Gastineau Channel with Douglas Island on the
opposite side. The channel had been a favorite

fishing grounds of the native Alaskans before
Joe Juneau (for whom the town was eventually
named) and Richard Harris found gold. Within a
few years, the Juneau Mining District boasted of
three of the world’s largest gold mines. The

the flat at the base of Mt. Juneau. Taber
journeyed from San Francisco to the Juneau
area in 1889 to capture images of the new gold
discoveries in that area, native Alaskans, and
beautiful scenery, thinking that all three would
be of interest to his photograph-buying
clientele. By this time, Juneau, one of the
largest towns in Alaska, was the beneficiary of
being in the middle of the rich Juneau Mining
District, home of three major gold mining
companies. This un-mounted image measures
7 ½” x 9 ½” with “Taber Photo., San Francisco,
Cal.” imprinted at lower right.
177. [ALASKA – Sitka] Anon. Large, 7 ¼” x 9
¼”, vintage photograph on a 9 ¾” x 11 ¾”
mount showing downtown Sitka, circa 1890 (?).
The view was probably taken from Castle Hill
and looks past the center of town and the
Russian Orthodox church up Indian River Valley.

Alaska-Juneau Mine and the Alaska-Gastineau
Mine were on the Juneau side of the channel,
and the Treadwell Mine was on Douglas Island.
Smoke from the Treadwell Mine can be seen in
this image on Douglas Island across the channel.
Juneau eventually became the capital of Alaska.
Photo measures 3 5/8” x 4 ¼” on a buff-colored
4 ¼” x 5 3/8” mount. The contrast is a little
light, but the perspective is one not often seen.
176. [ALASKA – Juneau] Taber, Isaiah West.
“4585 Juneau from the water”, circa 1889. View
Sitka, a traditional site of the Tlingit tribe for
thousands of years, was founded in 1799 as a
trading outpost by the Russians. The Russian
Orthodox church, also known as St. Michael’s
Cathedral, was completed and open for services
in 1848. Rebuilt after a fire in 1966, the church
has long been an icon for Sitka. The view also
shows many commercial buildings along the
waterfront, some on pilings. The Millmore
House can be seen on the left side of the street
leading up to the church. Small chip out of the
lower right corner of the mount; o/w the photo
is in Fine condition, clear and sharp.
looks toward the docks on the right side of
photo and the main part of town at center on

178. [ALASKA – Sitka] Anon. Written in pencil
on the bottom border of the mount, “Sitka
Alaska 1882”. Vintage photograph taken from

179. [ALASKA – Skagway] Anon. Untitled view
showing a group of “vigilantes” gathering in
response to Soapy Smith’s gang in Skagway,
1898. On the back of the mounted photo,
which has been trimmed to the edges of the 4

when he was only 37 years old. He first earned
his notoriety in Denver and Creede, Colorado by
building a gang of thugs that cooperated with
him in numerous scams and “questionable”
business practices, creating, in fact, organized
crime syndicates. As the governor of Colorado
began to crack down on such illegal activity,
Smith went to Skagway in 1897 to reap the
benefits of fleecing the Klondike gold rush
miners coming and going. Within a year, the
citizens of Skagway had had enough of Soapy
Smith (so named because of a money-wrapped
bars of soap scam and slight-of-hand assisted by
audience shills) and formed a vigilante group to
chase Smith and his thugs out of Skagway.
Smith was killed in a gun fight after confronting
several of the vigilante members on a wharf.
Frank Reid also was killed in the altercation.
Sam Graves, who is mentioned in the
description on the back of the photo, was
president of the White Pass & Yukon Railroad
and a witness to Smith’s death. The
photograph has several scratches that appear
to have been in the negative, but has great
detail and contrast, with several Skagway
business signs readable, including “The Jobbing
House” at the far-left edge. A two-horse team
coal wagon is in the foreground.

½” x 6 ½” image, is a partial description written
in pencil, “Skagway – Vigilantes Gather / Sam
Graves tries to control / the Group. Jefferson
Randolph Smith’s Gang is who they are after.”
Jeff Smith, commonly known as Soapy Smith,
was a con-man, gambler, and saloon owner
known throughout the West. Born in 1860, he
was killed in a shoot-out in Skagway in 1898

180. [ALASKA – Skagway] Case & Draper and
H.C. Barley. “Actors and Scenes in the Soapy
Smith Tragedy”, plus several views of Skagway
and other personalities, circa 1898. The title
comes from a 7” x 8 ¼” photo composite of 13
different images copyrighted by Case & Draper
related to the scoundrel Soapy Smith and his
death (SEE previous description). H.H. Draper
(1855-1913) was born in Illinois and moved to
Oregon at the age of 10, working in both that
state and Washington before going to Skagway
in 1898. There he partnered with W.H. Case
(1868-1920), a native of Iowa, who also
followed the gold rush to Alaska. The two men
opened their photography studio (and later
added curios and native Alaskan goods for sale)
in Skagway in 1898 and continued as partners
until 1907 when Case moved to Juneau and
established a shop there. Together there are

across the water looking at the waterfront of
Sitka and showing a steamship tied up to a
wharf and many buildings along the shoreline.
The image measures 7 ½” x 9 ¼” on a 11” x 14”
mount. Three small spots at upper right of the
photo, o/w in Fine condition – sharp and clear.

twenty-one (21) unmounted photos of which
seven are among those included in the “Smith
Tragedy” composite: Soapy Smith and his gang;
performing the autopsy on Soapy Smith; Soapy
Smith dressed up in the morgue;; “Public
Funeral of Frank H. Reid”; “The Final Resting

Barley, who was the company photographer for
the White Pass & Yukon Railroad. The
unmounted photographs vary in size from 5 ¼”
x 4” to 9 ½” x 7 ½”. This group represents a
great visual record of early Skagway and the
Soapy Smith drama.
181. [ALASKA – Skagway] Case & Draper.
Titled in the image, “B.P.O.E. Skagway, Alaska.
May 23, 1900 / Case & Draper”. This 7 ¾” x 9”

Place of Frank H. Ried [sic]”; “Stewart and his
sack of gold”; and a shot of four men on board a
ship, identified as Slim Jim, who is handcuffed
to Bowers, plus Jackson and Tripp “On their way
to Sitka”. Also included in the group is a photo
of “Frank Ried [sic]” on his death bed; a view
titled “Skaguay from the East”; another crowd

in the street scene with American flags flying;
two more on-board ship scenes; and eight other
photos of men somehow connected with early
Skagway, perhaps the compiler of the images
included in this lot. One of the men pictured
several times may be Samuel Graves, president
of the White Pass & Yukon Railroad. One view
of a group of men in front of a tent is signed in
the negative by the photographer, H. [Harrie] C.

unmounted photograph shows a group of men
standing in the middle of the main street in
Skagway as part of an Elks’ gathering. Skagway
was known as the starting point for miners who
came by sea to begin their journey to the Yukon
goldfields. By 1900 Skagway had grown into a
sizeable enough community to boast several
fraternal organizations. Buildings and their
signage can be seen on both sides of the street
and the White Pass & Yukon Railroad tracks are
evident running down the middle of the street.

182. [ALASKA – Skagway / Skaguay] Case &
Draper. Titled in red ink on the mount, “Wharfs
at Skaguay”, circa 1900. The Czarina out of San
Francisco is one of the several ships tied up
along the busy waterfront wharfs. Skagway,

standing at water’s edge awaiting the arrival of
the supplies. A great shot of early miners
getting ready to make the trek to the Klondike
gold fields from Skagway (the later spelling of
Skaguay), the Alaskan gateway to the mines.
Winter & Pond was a photographic partnership
of Lloyd V. Winter and Percy E. Pond who were
active in Juneau, Alaska, from 1893-1943. They
also photographed the Yukon gold rush in 1898.
184. [ALASKA / YUKON TERRITORY] Hegg,
Eric A. “368. Driving the Last Spike of the White
Pass and Yukon R.R. at Lake Bennett, July 6th
‘99”, 1899. The photograph, measuring 6” x 8”
on an 8 ½” x 10 ½” gray mount, shows a large
group of men (and at least four women)
standing in a circle around the ceremonial

formerly spelled Skaguay, was known as the
Gateway to the Klondike where, after 1897,
thousands of miners arrived by sea to begin the
500-plus mile journey up the mountains into
Canada near Lake Bennett and on to the gold
fields near Dawson. The mount bears the
photographers’ imprint, “Case & Draper /
Skaguay, Alaska” along the bottom border. The
photograph measures 4 5/8” x 6 ½” on a 6 ½” x
8 ¼” gray mount that has been trimmed along
the right side border (not affecting the image).
183. [ALASKA – Skaguay] Winter & Pond.
“360 General view of Skaguay, Alaska.
Copyright 1897 by Winter & Pond.”, 1898.
Boudoir size unmounted print looking from the
water toward the shoreline with many tents set
up in front of the tree line. In the foreground in
the shallow water is barge or flatboat loaded
with miners’ supplies; a team of horses; and
several small boats. A large group of men are

driving of the last spike. Three steamboats,
including the Australia, are close to the shore of
Lake Bennett and more men are standing on
the dock watching the event. After the gold
discovery in the Yukon, the initial way for
miners to reach the mining districts was to
arrive by sea to Skagway, stock up with over a
thousand pounds of supplies, and trek up one
of two steep mountain trails (Chilkoot Pass or
White Pass) to Lake Bennett and then by water
route to the Yukon. Railroad construction and
speculation was at a high point in the lower
states, and several investors saw the potential
of railroad access from Skagway up over the
mountains. The White Pass and Yukon Railroad
Company was organized in 1898 with
construction beginning in May of that year. The
first 20 miles of track rose 3,000 feet from

Skagway. By the 20th of February, 1899 the
construction reached the summit of White Pass,
and by July 6 crews had reached Lake Bennett,
the beginning point of the river and lakes route
to the gold fields. This photograph shows the
ceremonies at the driving of the last spike upon
reaching Lake Bennett. Construction continued
in both directions and on July 29, 1900 Samuel
H. Graves, president of the railroad drove the
golden spike at the completion of this
engineering feat at Carcross. For years the
railroad proved to be very successful – first for
hauling out ore and later bringing in supplies for
construction projects. After a short period of
being closed, this narrow gauge railroad opened
back up and today serves as a major tourist
attraction for cruise ship passengers docking at
Skagway. E.A. Hegg (1867-1947) was born in
Sweden and came to the United States in 1881.
He learned the photo business in Minnesota
and had his own gallery in Washburn, Wisconsin
before moving to the Bellingham area in
northern Washington state. He opened up a
photo studio there, with his brother soon
joining in the business. Attracted by the
Klondike gold rush, E.A. Hegg went to Skagway
and almost immediately opened up a gallery.
He was later joined by his brother and several
other Swedish men who worked in his
photograph gallery there and later in Dawson.
He traveled all over the routes of the miners in
both Alaska and the Yukon and became well
known for his images of Skagway, Bennett, and
Dawson City taken between 1897 and 1901. He
even had a darkroom built on his boat as he
went up and down the Klondike. He lost his
Skagway studio (and all of his negatives) during
a divorce in 1902.
185. [ARIZONA] O’Sullivan, T.H. “No. 5
Cooley’s Park, Sierra Blanca Range, Arizona”.
Along the top edge of the mount is printed,
“Geographical & Geological Explorations &
Surveys West of the 100th Meridian War
Department / [Corps of Engineers, U.S. Army
logo] / Expedition of 1873 – Lieut. Gen. M.
Wheeler, Corps of Engineers, Commanding”,
1873. Shows a cluster of buildings to the left of

middle center. Measures 8” x 10 ¾” on 15 ½” x
19 ¼” mount.
186. [ARIZONA – Grand Canyon] Taber, I.W.
Titled at the bottom of the print, “Grand Canon
of the Colerado – via Peach Springs, A. & P.R.R.
4656 Taber Pho. San Francisco, Cal.”, circa
1880s. The 9 ½” x 7 ¾” print on a 12” x 10 ½”

mount shows a wagon road / trail going up the
steep-walled canyon. The town of Peach
Springs, AZ is the tribal headquarters of the
Hualapai Indians. The A & PRR was the Atlantic
& Pacific Railroad. A portion of that railroad’s

track connected Albuquerque, NM with
southern California in 1883.
187. [ARIZONA – Phoenix] Anon. Untitled
view of the G. Ellis & Co. brick building, circa
1880s. Another sign sticking out from the
corner of the single-story structure reads, “Gus.
Wllis & Co.” Another barely readable sign in

one of the left side windows seems to read, “…
Bank of Mexico”. There is no indication of
photographer or location on the 5 ¾” x 8 ½”
photo on a 7 ¼” x 9” buff-colored mount.
However, a search of Wikipedia locates a Gus.
Ellis & Co. general store in Phoenix, Arizona
Territory as early as 1882. Listings continue at
least up through 1892. Great head-on view of
this early southwest business. There is a chip
off the upper right corner of the mount, not
affecting the image.
188. [BRITISH COLUMBIA – Vancouver] Anon.
Titled in pencil on the verso “The Office –
Vancouver B.C. /
circa 1890’s /
H.D. Gamble / at
right”. Vertical
view showing
the street level
facade of The
Office Saloon
with H.D.
Gamble’s name
painted on the
front windows
and transom.
The image

measures 6 7/8” x 4 7/8”. Contrast is a little
light and there are two small chips along the
left side of the print, o/w in VG+ condition. [152183]
189. [CALIFORNIA – Alameda County] Anon.
Rare image of the Judson Dynamite & Powder
Co’s plant, probably near the foot of Albany Hill
in northwestern Alameda County, circa 1890s.
Egbert Judson, a pioneer in the manufacturing
of dynamite and explosives in America, was
involved in several dynamite companies before
starting this one with his name directly
associated with it. The company’s original site
was at Fleming Point along the tide flats about

two miles north of West Berkeley. The area
was also known as Nobel because of its
association with explosive producing plant.
Unfortunately, as was the case with most
dynamite plants, there were a series of
explosions connected with Judson’s plant,
which by 1903 had been taken over by the du
Pont trust. The last major event, two separate
explosions on the same day in 1905, killed a
foreman (the paper said he was “blown to
atoms”) and injured several laborers, including
seven Chinese workers. Public outcry and
practical reasoning prompted the du Pont trust
to relocate the Judson plant to Pt. Isabel a mile
away in Contra Costa County and consolidate it
with the California Vigorit Powder Co.
Explosives were important in the development
of the west as they were used for mining,
railroad, and road construction, building site
readiness, and land clearing. This photograph,

which depicts the plant on flat lands close to
the bay shore, appears to date from the 1890s,
which would place the location in Alameda
County rather than its later Contra Costa site.
The heavy mount has been trimmed almost to
the edges of the sepia-toned photo.
190. [CALIFORNIA – Angel Island] Anon. Two
(2) unmounted photographs of Fort McDowell

foreground; buildings surround the parade
ground on three sides. The images appear to
date circa 1880s.
191. [CALIFORNIA – Arcata] Ericson, A. W.
Titled on the mount below the photograph,
“Arcata Wharf, Arcata, Humboldt Co., California
/ Schooners Letitia, Esther, Buhne, R.W. Bartlett,
Eva, Western Home, Mary Buhne, Robert &
Minnie, Laura Pike, Neptune, and Hayes / For
Additional Copies Address Ericson Bro’s, Arcata,
Humboldt Co., Cal.”, circa 1895. This view of
lumber schooners tied up to the wharf at Arcata
on the north side of Humboldt Bay waiting to be
loaded with redwood lumber has become a
classic. The photographer, Augustus William
Ericson (1848-1927), was Humboldt County’s

on Angel Island, the second largest island in the
San Francisco Bay, nd. After its early days as
cattle range land, U.S. Army artillery batteries
were constructed and a camp was developed
on the island during the Civil War. Later known
as Fort McDowell, the island also hosted a
quarantine station at Ayala Cove; a U.S. Bureau

of Immigration inspection and detention
facility; and a transit station for troops coming
and going during WWI. The entire island is now
a state park. One view measures 6 ½” x 8 5/8”
and shows the wharf extending out into the bay
and many military buildings around a parade
ground with a large flag pole. The second view,
measuring 4 ½” x 8”, shows a head-on view of
the parade ground with the flag pole in the

most famous commercial photographer. His
views of coastal redwood logging and regional
Indians have been widely reproduced in many
publications – then and now! A Swedish
immigrant, Ericson came to America in 1866
and a year later was working in the woods near
Trinidad, Humboldt County. He returned briefly
to his home country before permanently
making Humboldt County his home. After
working for a mill in Trinidad for several years,
he moved to Arcata in 1876. His brother joined
him in 1882. By 1877 he was operating his own
business – a combination of a telegraph office;
Wells Fargo Express office; book and stationery
store; a dealer in musical instruments, picture
frames, toys, sports equipment, and sewing
machines; job printing; drug store; and by 1888
a post office. Ericson met with financial
troubles in the late 1880s and lost most of his

holdings. By 1890 he began to spend more time
with his interest in photography. In 1893 some
200 of his photographs were part of Humboldt
County’s exhibit at the Columbian Exposition.
For a detailed account of Ericson’s life and
work, see Peter Palmquist’s The Photographers
of the Humboldt Bay Region – A.W. Ericson
(Eureka: Peter E. Palmquist, 1989). The
photograph measures 7 ¾” x 9 ½” on a 11” x 12
¾” mount.

Each sheet appears to have been trimmed along
the left side (not affecting the images), so

192. [CALIFORNIA – Central Valley] Higgins,
E.R. Untitled corner street view of a two-story
brick building with a clock tower, circa 1890s.
perhaps the photos were extracted from a
publication. One view looks up to the large mill

The photo measures 4 ½” x 7 3/4” on a 7” x 10”
gray mount with the photographer’s imprint,
“E.R. Higgins / Mariposa Street, Fresno, Cal., /
Next Door to Burks’ Drug Store”. Higgins is first
listed as a photographer in Sacramento, circa
1867. From the 1870s into the 1900s he is
listed at several locations in the central valley
area, including Hanford, Merced, Madera, and
Fresno. A Wharton & Shaw Law Office sign
painted on a second story window is quite
visible and a Fresno Land Office sign can be
seen on the adjacent two-story brick. Could this
be a Fresno street scene, or somewhere else in
the Central Valley?
193. [CALIFORNIA – Downieville] Anon. Set of
three vintage photos, circa 1900 (?), of a mining
mill near Downieville, California, in Sierra
County. The photos are printed on an unusual
type of light-weight paper stock with each 4
1/2” x 6 1/2” image on a 6 ¼” x 8 ¾” sheet.

complex from across a river; another looks
down on the same mill showing the backside.

The third image looks down on the mill from on
high, showing more of the mill site and outlying
buildings. The Downieville identification comes
from that name penciled on the lower right

corner of each border. Gold was discovered
there in 1849. There have been over 40,000
mines active at one time or another in that
region located near the confluence of the North
Fork of the Yuba and Downie rivers.

H’blt”; and “Mt. Rainier / Puget Sound”. The
latter view is taken from above the NPRR track

194. [CALIFORNIA – Echo Mountain] Anon.
Unmounted, sepia-tone photograph looking
down on the Echo Mountain House resort and
the Lowe Observatory, both near the top of

near Tacoma and looks across the bay towards
the snow-covered Mt. Rainier. The photo of

Echo Mountain in eastern Los Angeles County,
California, circa 1890s. Thaddeus Lowe built the
resort to attract visitors and tourists to the
mountain and added an observatory some little
distance away as a semi-public attraction. He
lured the famous astronomer Lewis Swift to the
site to bring legitimacy to the venture. The
hotel burned in 1900 and the observatory was
destroyed by a storm in 1928. Prior to the
observatory’s destruction, however, the
Carnegie Institute had built a larger observatory
with a more powerful telescope on nearby Mt.
Wilson. The negative number “261” is near the
lower left corner of this 5 ¼” x 8” vintage print.
A very small portion of the upper left corner is
partially separated. The mount is missing its
upper right corner, but the image is sharp and
bright.
195. [CALIFORNIA - Humboldt County] Anon.
This entry incudes four boudoir size
photographs, mounted one-per-side on two old
album pages, of three Humboldt County,
California scenes and one of Mt. Rainier in
Washington. Each has a printed title below the
image: “Humboldt Bay, Cal.”; “Redwood
Logging Humboldt”; “Gen’l Grant’s Quarters,

General U.S. Grant’s quarters on the site of old
Fort Humboldt on a hill in the south part of
Eureka shows three buildings in disrepair. The
fort had been abandoned many years before,
not long after Grant served there before the

Civil War. The logging scene shows a donkey
engine yarding out large redwood logs to a skid
road. The Humboldt Bay view shows a mill
across a portion of the bay and a lumber

schooner tied up at a wharf. Except for the
redwood logging image, the other three have
some foxing on the photos. Still, a nice group of

Dock”, circa 1900. The sepia-toned 7 ½” x 4 ½”
photo, mounted on thin white paper stock
measuring 8 ¾” x 5 3/8”, shows a partial side
view of the 3-masted steamer Alert taken from
a vantage point looking toward the bow. The

images, particularly those of Humboldt County,
circa 1880s-1890s.
196. [CALIFORNIA – Kern County] Anon.
Titled in pencil at lower right, “Near Summit
Station, Cal”, this round, 4 7/8” diameter,
photograph shows a road cut along a steep
mountain slope with a long valley floor in the
distance. Although there were several Summit
Stations in California’s history, the terrain
strongly suggests that this image was near the
Southern Pacific line that ran into California
through
Kern
County. In
1876
railroad
officials laid
out a
community
they named
Summit
Station,
which they
later called Tehachapi. [Durham] The
mountainous area, from where this photograph
was taken. runs along the south of the
Tehachapi Valley. The image, which dates circa
1880, is mounted on a thin 8” x 6 ¼” sheet of
paper.
197. [CALIFORNIA – Mare Island] Anon.
Vintage photograph titled in period ink on one
side of the mount, “U.S.S. ‘Alert’ in Stone Dry

U.S.S. Alert was launched in 1874 and
commissioned a year later. She was first
decommissioned in 1882 at Mare Island Navy
Yard, Vallejo, Solano County, California.
However, between then and her final
decommission in 1922, she was commissioned
and decommissioned at Mare Island six
additional times. She was reclassified as a
Submarine Tender in 1912. The Mare Island
shipyard was established in 1854 to protect the
United States’ interests in the Pacific. The
construction of the stone dry dock was
authorized in 1872 and, when completed, was
the Navy’s first stone dry dock on the West
Coast and only the second in the nation.
198. [CALIFORNIA – Mariposa Grove] Taber,
I.W. Titled in the lower portion of the print,
“2452 “Wawona” – 28 feet diameter, 275 feet
high – Mariposa Grove. Taber Photo., San

Francisco”. The 9 ½” x 7 ¾” photograph on a 11
¼” x 10” mount shows the giant Sequoia with a
road going through its base and the
photographer’s horse and wagon, full of

pipe visible in the image has the address
“N.S.M. Grass Valley via Colfax” printed on it.
The address suggests a location in Nevada
County, California. Photograph measures 13
½” x 10 5/8” on a 17” x 13 7/8” mount. The
bottom portion of the mount is stained but the
image is in fine condition with good detail.
There is a one inch indentation in the upper left
corner of the sky portion of the photo, not
easily visible unless strong light is directed
towards it.
200. [CALIFORNIA – Missions] Taber, Isaiah
West (1830-1912). “2989 Mission San Juan
Capistrano, Cal., founded 1776, ruins of the

equipment and supplies, pictured in the
opening. Mariposa Grove is at the southern
end of Yosemite in Mariposa County.
199. [CALIFORNIA – Mining] Anon. Pelton
Wheel,
circa
1890.
Mining
scene
showing
two men
by a
wheel
and two
more
men
operating
a
windlass.
This
apparatus was an important technological
advancement for the mining industry. A large

cloisters”. Photo measures 7 ½” x 9 ½”
mounted on 11 ¾” x 15 ½” off-white board.
201. [CALIFORNIA – Missions & Miscellany]
Attributed to Carleton Watkins. This lot is made

up of nine sepia-toned, unmounted photos,
each measuring approximately 3 ½” x 5 ¾”.
Several of the prints bear the small ink stamp of
“W.K. Vickery, S.F.” on the reverse side, circa

1880s. However, it is speculated that Vickery
may have only been a publisher who used
photographs rather than being a photographer.
The images look similar to those taken by C.E.
Watkins in the 1880s at the same locations.

William Kingston Vickery (1851-1929), a native
of Ireland, came to California and established an
art gallery and interior design business. His
nephew Henry Atkins joined him in 1888 and
several years later Frederic Torrey also became
part of the company which was known as
Vickery, Atkins & Torrey. The firm organized

many exhibitions of art and is credited with
introducing Impressionism to California. In the
1890s the business was located on Grant Street
in San Francisco. By the time of the great fire
and earthquake in 1906 the address of the
gallery was on Post. Vickery’s new store
opened at 550 Sutter Street. Some of the
artists represented included Maynard Dixon,
William Keith, Helen Hyde, and many other
notables. W.K. Vickery was interested in
pictorialist photography and used photographs
in his publishing efforts, including one on
California missions. UC Berkeley has several
collections that contain albums published by

Vickery that contain photographs with his ink
stamp of the same subject matter as these
presented here: missions, Monterey region, Mt.
Shasta area, and Santa Barbara. The nine
photos are titled in pencil on the back with a
number, perhaps referring to a negative.
“Arlington House / Santa Barbara / 265” [with
Vickery’s ink stamp]; “A bit of San Luis Obispo /
1082”; “San Juan Bautista / General View /
1099”; “Mission Towers from olive grove / 278”;
“San Gabriel Mission / Los Angeles / Founded
1771 / 466”; “Logger’s Cabin / San Lorenzo
River / 92” [with Vickery’s ink stamp]; “Boulder
Creek Hotel / 104” [with Vickery’s ink stamp];
“R.R. Construction Camp / Above Coles / 551”
[with Vickery’s ink stamp]; and “Distant view of
Castle Lake / 521”.
202. [CALIFORNIA – Monterey County]
Attributed to Carleton Watkins. This lot
consists of nine sepia-toned, unmounted

photos, each measuring approximately 3 ½” x 5
¾”. These prints came with those listed in the
previous lot and have the same Watkins –

Vickery connection, although none of these
nine bear the Vickery ink stamp. The Monterey
area has been associated with Vickery’s photo

albums at UC Berkeley. These views all have
penciled titles and numbers on the back side.
“Monterey from the Old Fort / 566”; “Monterey
Harbor / 567”; “Beach and Reflection / 369”;
“Pacific Grove / Monterey / 569”; “Cypress Drive
/ Monterey / 375”; “Mission San Antonio of
Padua / Monterey Co / 1085”; “San Antonio /
1087”; “San Antonio / rear view”; and “Castro
Adobe / San Juan / 1109”. A great collection of
early Monterey County scenes and landmarks.
203. [CALIFORNIA – Mt. Hamilton] Attributed
to William H. Jackson. Photograph titled “6690
Lick Observatory” in the negative at bottom
right, circa 1890s. The 4 1/8” x 7 ¼”
unmounted, sepia-toned print shows the Lick

Observatory on top of Mt. Hamilton in the
Diablo Range east of San Jose, Santa Clara
County, California. The observatory was
constructed over a period of eleven years
(1876-1887) with funds from a bequest by
James Lick (who is buried under the

observatory). When first used in 1888, the Lick
Observatory’s telescope was the largest
refracting telescope in the world. Although the
lights of San Jose and Silicon Valley have
jeopardized the clarity of the skies, the
University of California still maintains the
observatory. Light crease at lower right; o/w in
Fine, sharp condition.
204. [CALIFORNIA – Mt. Hamilton] Mathews,
H. E. Titled in the negative, “B 2426 Lick
Observatory, Mount Hamilton, near San Jose,
Cal. Interior – the Meridian Instrument. Photo.,
by H.E. Mathews, / Published by Taber S.F.”, this
unmounted 7” x 9” image is one of the few
titled photographs issued by I.W. Taber that

gave credit to another photographer. Quoting
Wikipedia, “A meridian circle is an instrument
for time of the passage of stars across the local
meridian, an event known as a transit, while at
the same time measuring their angular distance
from the nadir.” The meridian circle at the Lick
Observatory was constructed by the Repsolds of
Hamburg and mounted in the Mt. Hamilton site
in 1883. In an article titled “Meridian Circle of
the Lick Observatory” in The Sidereal Messenger
of October, 1886, George Comstock wrote, “The
meridian circle house is large and roomy and
furnishes an admirable receptacle for the noble
instrument which it shelters. The building
consists of two independent walls, connected on
by the window casings and separated by an air
space of two feet. The outer wall is of light iron
louvre work, the inner one is a mere shell of

handsomely finished California redwood.
Between the two walls is stretched a curtain of
sail cloth to keep out the fogs which in the
winter completely envelop the mountain. The
instrument itself is still further protected by a
sliding canopy which is pushed into an alcove at
one side of the observing room when the
instrument is in use.” Not much is known about
the photographer H.E. Mathews. However, in
the Annual Report to the Secretary of the Board
of Regents of the University of California for the
Year Ending 1888 there is mention of him
donating 82 photographs relating to the Lick
Observatory. That report suggests that this
photograph may have been taken prior to the
end of 1888.
205. [CALIFORNIA – Murphys] Anon. Group of
four (4) original photographs of gold mining
operations at Murphys, Calaveras County,

mines. Murphys Old Diggings was named in
1848 and Murphys New Diggings (later
shortened to Murphys) on Angels Creek was a
going concern by 1851, the date the Murphys
post office was established. That same year a
company was organized to bring water down

from the Stanislaus River and the town
boomed. By the 1860s, most of the placer
mining claims had played out but hydraulic and
lode mining continued. In 1899 there were
three mills still operating in the region. Each of
the four photos measure 4 ¼” x 7 ½” and are
titled in period ink on the album page below the
image: “Hydraulic Mining Murphys Cal”; “Old
Gold bed Murphys Cal”; “Quartz crushing Mill
Murphys Cal”; and “Entrance to Cave Murphys
Cal”. The latter image shows four men and one

California, circa 1887. The photos are mounted
on two thick 6 ¾” x 10” separate album pages,
one image per side. Murphys is one of the
oldest gold camps of California’s southern

woman in front of a hillside opening with some
holding candles. On a wooden structure are six
visible whiskey and wine bottles with candles
stuck in them. Penciled at the bottom right of
that page is written the date “March 18 / 87”.

206. [CALIFORNIA – Napa] Strong, M.H.
“Resources of California” is the title of this 4
5/8” x 7” sepia toned photograph of the Napa
Woolen Mill on a 7” x 9 ¼” mount, circa 1900.
The Napa Woolen Mill was established in 1885
in Napa along the river and close to the railroad
depot. When B.F. Holden was the manager in
1895, the mill employed 60 people. The mill
primarily was engaged in producing blankets for
the Army, Navy and markets in Alaska. The mill
was sold in 1903 to E.H. Tryon, a wood dealer in

San Francisco. The mount, which shows some
soiling, is blind stamped on the bottom portion,
“M.H. Strong / Third and Main Sts. / Napa,
California”. Mark Hopkins Strong (1862-1945)
was one of three brothers who were
photographers in California. His older brother,
Nathan B. Strong, is better known for his work
in Eureka, California, throughout the 1880s.
M.H. Strong had his studio at the corner of
Third and Main in Napa as early as 1888.
[Mautz] The title of the photo might indicate
that this image was used in some promotional
publication of the period. The identification of
the mill is written in period ink on the reverse
side of the mount.
207. [CALIFORNIA – New Almaden Mines]
Attributed to Carleton E. Watkins. The subject
of this photo has been identified as the Santa
Maria Portal at New Almaden Mines, circa
1880s. The New Almaden was a quicksilver
mine in the mountains east of San Jose in Santa
Clara County. Established in 1845, it is
California’s oldest mining operation. The use of

quicksilver in the reduction process of gold and
silver during the Gold Rush, and later in Nevada,
made New Almaden the most valuable single

mine in the state. [National Park Service
website for New Almaden] The view shows a
group of residences and the smelter, mill, and
mining complex further up the valley. Many of
the houses are small and look alike, probably
mine worker family homes. There are several
larger residences in the foreground. The site is
now a National Historic Landmark. The print
measures 12” x 15 ¾” and is mounted on board
without borders. It is in a 16” x 20” window
mat.
208. [CALIFORNIA – Port Costa] Watkins,
Carleton E. “C.P.R. Ferry, Straits of Carquinez,
Cala”, circa 1880. Although there is no

photographer’s imprint, this view is one of
Watkins’ classic images of the great railroad
ferry that operated between Benicia and Port

Costa. At 424 feet long, the Solano was the
largest ferryboat ever built until her sister ship
Contra Costa was built in 1914. The Solano, a
sidewheel paddle steamer put into service in
1879, was capable of carrying entire passenger
trains or a 48-car freight train and locomotive.
As a result, the Central Pacific Railroad, her
owner, was able to reroute the transcontinental
line to a sea-level route rather than go over the
Altamont Pass coming into the Bay Area. The
Solano remained in service for almost 50 years.
The 4 ¾” x 7 7/8” image on a 7 ¾” x 11” mount
with the title printed in ink shows the ferryboat
unloading a passenger train at Port Costa in
Contra Costa County.

show a variety of ships and boats, docks,
wharves, the “Spreckels Bros Commercial Co.”
warehouse, and a large “Pipeline” sign along a
long row of pilings running off to the right of
image #4. There is a half-inch closed tear along
the top edge just to the right of center; o/w the
sepia-toned photographs present a fine view of
late 19th century San Diego’s maritime
commerce.
210. [CALIFORNIA – San Francisco] Anon.
Untitled view of Adolph Sutro sitting on a bench
with three older women under a palm tree,
circa 1890s. Sutro (1830-1898), born in Prussia,

209. [CALIFORNIA – San Diego] Anon. Pair of
unmounted vintage photographic prints
forming a partial panorama of San Diego water

front, circa 1890s. Penciled numbers on the
back of each suggest that these 5 ½” x 8”

photos were parts 3 & 4 of a larger panorama.
The views, taken from the water looking back
toward the wharves and city in the distance,

came to California in 1850. He tried his hand at
several ventures before becoming a tobacconist
in San Francisco. After the opening of the silver
mines in Nevada, Sutro went to Virginia City
where he operated a refinery. He eventually
acquired enough capital to realize his dream of
building a tunnel that would allow for the
pumping out of water and gas in the mine
shafts of the Comstock Lode. After almost 17
years, the Sutro Tunnel was completed and his
plan for the removal of water and gas proved
successful. Within a year or so he sold out and
moved back to San Francisco, a very wealthy
man. He is known for being the Populist Party’s
successful candidate for mayor of San Francisco
in the election of 1894. He served one term,
running up against many moneyed capitalists
who shot down most of his progressive ideas
for reform. He was popular with the citizens of
San Francisco for his Sutro Baths, Cliff House,

tree planting, and parks, and for saving some of
the attraction of Woodward’s Gardens when
that closed and the eventual donation of his
extensive library. The photo, showing him in his
advanced years, measures 3 ¾” x 4 3/8” on a 4
¼” x 5 ¼” buff-colored mount.
211. [CALIFORNIA – San Francisco] Watkins,
C.E., attributed to. Four photos on one sheet
with titles: “Californie / Habitation Privee – San

Francisco”; Palace Hotel – San Francisco”;
Wagons de 1ere classe”; “Monlin d’une mine”;
No. 24”, circa 1870. The photos are clearer
with better contrasts than the scan shows.
212. [CALIFORNIA –
San Francisco]
Anon. Untitled
boudoir size
photograph looking
across a
cobblestone street
and several Chinese
pedestrians toward
an ornately
decorated Chinese
business/residence
with buildings on
either side narrow
street or alley in San Francisco’s Chinatown,
circa 1880s-1890s. The photo is on a thin
mount (or photo album page) that measures 9
¼” x 5 ½”. A rare image.

213. [CALIFORNIA – San Francisco] Anon.
Album page
with an untitled
boudoir size San
Franciscorelated
photograph
mounted on
each side. One
photo looks
down a wooden
board-covered
street or alley
with narrow
wooden
sidewalks in
front of Chinese
businesses on both sides of the alley. There is a
number 9” printed in the image. The other
photo is of
the Cliff
House
looking
north west
toward the
ocean.
Two great
views, circa 1880s-1890s, mounted on an
unevenly cut 9” x 5 ¾” album page.
214. [CALIFORNIA – San Francisco] Anon.
Untitled boudoir size photograph of San
Francisco’s old Hall of Records, circa 1880s-

1890s. The cornerstone was laid in 1872 and it
was in use by 1876. It was a victim of the 1906
earthquake and fire. Mounted on a 6 ¾” x 8
7/8” mount, this image looks almost head on

from the triangular street corner. The right side
third of the image is slightly discolored, but the
image is clear and sharp.
215. [CALIFORNIA – San Francisco] Anon.
Untitled boudoir size photograph looking down
from Telegraph Hill towards Meigg’s Wharf and

story brick building with a Locke & Montague
sign on the upper façade. Other signs on the
front of the building read, “W.W. Montague &
Co. / Successors to / Locke & Montague” and
“Tin Plate, Sheet Iron, Wire, Zinc &c”. “Stoves”
is to the left of the lower Locke & Montague
sign, and “Metals” is to the right of it. Contrast
is a little light, but o/w the photo is in Fine
condition. [15-2185]
217. [CALIFORNIA – San Francisco] Anon, but
attributed to C.E. Watkins. San Francisco street
scene with a beautiful “Geo. C Shreve & Co.”

the Telegraph Landing area on the waterfront,
circa 1880s-1890s. The image is laid down on a
6 1/8” x 9 ¼” mount.
216. [CALIFORNIA – San Francisco] Anon.
View of the Locke & Montague Building, San
Francisco, circa 1880s (?). Vertical view, 9” x 7
¼” on a 10 ¼” x 8 ¼” mount, showing a number

of men on the street level with goods piled on
the sidewalk all around them in front of a three

advertising street clock on the left side of the
image, circa late 1870s. The view looks down a
cobblestone street with multi-story buildings on
both sides. This view could be near
Montgomery, as that was Shreve’s business
address for much of the late 19th century. Most
likely it is showing Montgomery leading to

Market Street. George C. Shreve came to San
Francisco in 1852 and shortly thereafter opened
his well-known silver and jewelry business. The
Shreve name has long been associated with
excellence and California. The image is glued
down on to a 9 ¼” x 6 1/8” mount.
218. [CALIFORNIA – San Francisco] Anon.
Vintage photograph of the U.S. Mint in San
Francisco shortly after the great Earthquake and
Fire of 1906. The debris is still visible in this 5” x
7” unmounted photo, but the Mint was one of

thick page that was removed from an album
(the tape at the right side is still present).
220. [CALIFORNIA – San Francisco] Anon.
Album page on stiff board with a photo

the few downtown buildings that survived the
devastation. The Greek Revival style building
on 5th and Mission was completed in 1874,
being the second U.S. mint in San Francisco. At
the time of the fire, there was $300 million in its
vaults, equal to one-third of the United States’
gold reserves. Fortunately, the vaults survived
the fire. The mint resumed operations shortly
after the fire and continued in operation until
1937 when it was replaced by a newer one built
elsewhere in San Francisco. The old U.S. Mint
building is still standing and is used for special
events and historical displays.
219. [CALIFORNIA – San Francisco] Anon.
Titled on the mount in period ink, “San
Francisco”, this image looks toward the Golden
Gate from a vantage point on Telegraph Hill,
circa 1870s (?). The view is looking down
Lombard Street towards the woolen mill at the
water’s edge at the cove in the distance.
Portions of the Presidio grounds can be seen on
the hill off to left of center. The image
measures 4 ¾” x 8” on one side of a 5 ¾” x 10”

mounted on each side, both relating to San
Francisco’s Golden Gate Park, circa 1890s.

Period ink title on one side reads, “Scott Keys
Monument Golden Gate Park”, and on the other
side the written title is “Snow storm in Golden
Gate Park”. Golden Gate Park was begun in
1871 and now encompasses over 1,000 acres,
making it larger than New York’s Central Park.
The Francis Scott Key Monument was designed
by William W. Story and funded by James Lick.
When it was installed in the park in 1888 it was
the first memorial to Key – some 43 years
before the Star-Spangled Banner became our
national anthem. The reverse side photograph
shows a light
covering of
snow with
the beautiful
Conservatory
of Flowers in
the
background.
The
conservatory was built in 1878-1879. Both the
monument and the observatory still exist in
Golden Gate Park which hosts over 13 million
visitors a year. Both images are close to
boudoir size mounted on a 7” x 9 ½” album
page.
221. [CALIFORNIA – San Francisco] Anon.
Titled in the image, “163 – Montgomery Street
from Market, San Francisco”, circa 1870s.
Mounted on a 6” x 3 ¾” mount, the vertical
image looks past
Gannon’s Cigar
Store on the left
side of the
cobblestone
street to a block
of ornate business
buildings. A small
piece of the upper
left corner has
been broken off
the mount, barely
into the image;
o/w in Fine
condition.

222. [CALIFORNIA – San Francisco] Jackson,
William Henry. Titled in the negative, “6286
The Golden Gate from Telegraph Hill”, circa
1880s. The view was taken from a northwest

vantage point on Telegraph Hill and looks
toward Black Point and the entrance to San
Francisco Bay in the distance. Great detail can
be seen of many residential buildings on the
hillside foreground. The unmounted print
measures 7” x 9”. A small chip is missing near
lower right corner, eliminating a portion of Wm.
H. Jackson’s printed name.
223. [CALIFORNIA – San Francisco] Watkins,
C.E. Group of three early albumen prints,
probably unmounted stereo halves, of San

Francisco, circa 1862-1864. Although unsigned,
this group is attributed to Carleton E. Watkins.
The images included are (1) a view of San
Francisco looking towards the bay. This CDV
size print (2 ¼” x 3”) focuses on two residential
buildings with a view in the distance of sailing
ships in the bay. A similar view by Lawrence &

Houseworth gives the vantage point from which
this photo was taken as the corner of Broadway
and Montgomery Streets. (2) The second view
(2 ¾” x 4 1/8”) is from a rooftop looking down

Francisco, was originally rectangular, but was
broken up in the 1870s when an avenue
(Montgomery, now known as Columbus) was
built cutting through the space. The park today
is still a popular gathering place. All three of
these rare images are in Fine condition with
good detail.
224. [CALIFORNIA – San Francisco] Watkins,
Carleton E. (attributed to). Untitled photo
looking towards the entrance of the Golden
Gate with a portion of the Presidio (?) and

on a manufacturing and business section of San
Francisco with many ship masts in the
background. This is a stereo half of Watkins’
#551 and looks northeast from Rincon Hill. (3)
The third is another stereo half of Watkins’
#321 and #326 showing a July 4th, 1862
celebration of a military revue in San Francisco’s
Washington Square. The 2 7/8” x 3 ¾” view

residences in the foreground, circa 1880s. The
attribution comes from a more contemporary
pencil notation on the reverse side of the
mount. The image measures 4 ¾” x 8” on a 6
1/8” x 9 ¾” mount. The mount appears to have
been trimmed along the top edge; corner chip
at lower left.
225. [CALIFORNIA – San Francisco] Weitz,
Hugo. Untitled, unmounted photographic print
of the Pioneer Monument in front of the earlier

shows the square with a crowd of people
watching from the edges. Washington Square
was established in 1847 as one of San
Francisco’s first parks. Soon neglected by the
city, the site became an unofficial dump until
improvements began to be made in the 1850s.
The Wikipedia entry states, “…by the 1860s, it
was used for Fourth of July celebrations, and
later the square hosted Columbus Day
celebrations and Italian festivals”. The park,
located in the North Beach district of San

San Francisco City Hall, circa 1890s.
Construction of the ornate French Second
Empire style city hall began in 1870 but was not

completed until 1897, a mere nine years before
it was destroyed in the 1906 earthquake and
fire. The monument, financed by the James Lick
Estate, was dedicated in late 1894. It consists
of a granite base supporting a large bronze
female figure of Eureka, California’s symbol,
with four bronze reliefs around it representing
scenes from the early history of California. Four
other piers around the base of the column
support sculptures of two allegorical female
figures (representing Commerce and Plenty),
another of three figures representing pre-Gold
Rush days; and the fourth a grouping of three
gold miners commemorating the California Gold
Rush. The monument remained on its original
site (approximately where the main library is
now) for many years after the destruction of
the City Hall in 1906 until it was relocated to its
present location in the Civic Center between
the old and new libraries and across a park from
the “new” City Hall. The artist of the bronze
figures and bas reliefs was Frank
Happersberger. The back side of the print bears
the ink stamp of “Hugo Weitz / Photographer /
125 Chattanooga Street S.F., Cal.” Weitz
operated the St. Louis Art Studio at 34 Third
Street in San Francisco in the late 1880s and,
later in the 1890s, the Weitz & Company at 512
Jessie. The sepia-toned print measures 4 5/8” x
7 ¾”; the lower left corner is chipped; o/w the
image shows the monument in great detail with
the old City Hall in the background.
226. [CALIFORNIA – San Leandro] Taber, Isaiah
West. Group of two large 7 ½” x 11 ½”
photographs on 10” x 12” mounts identified on

the back in red ink as the “Mulford farm”, circa
1890s. Both bear the imprint on the back side
of “Taber / 121 Post Street / between Kearny St.
and Grant Ave. / San Francisco”. One of the
views is of a farmhouse complex with a horse
and buggy by the porch, women and men, a
bird cage hanging from the porch, a hand pump
in the foreground, and a croquet court off to
the right side. In the background is an orchard.
The second photograph shows a threshing and
sacking operation in a wheat field. Given the

terrain and the fact that the photos bear the
Taber imprint, more than likely the reference to
Mulford on the back refers to Thomas W.
Mulford, a farmer and ranch owner in the San
Leandro area of Alameda County. Mulford
came to California in 1849. While he worked in
the mines a little, he found he could make a
good living by supplying game to miners, and,
later, to the Metropolitan market in San
Francisco. Along with several partners, he
became part owner of 640 acres in Alameda
County. By 1876 he had bought out his
partners and he became a very successful
rancher/farmer and his spread became one of
the most successful ranches in California. He
raised vegetables, berries, fruits, and cereals,
mostly supplying the San Francisco market. At
one time Eden township, where the farm was
located near present-day San Leandro, boasted
of being one of the state’s largest cannery
regions. Some foxing and soiling visible on the
surface of the photos and the mounts are
bumped at the corners and discolored. The
threshing scene mount has several creases at

the upper right corner. However, photos of this
area are quite scarce and are important to a
better understanding of the development and
growth of California’s agricultural industry.

F&AM met in 1866 to establish a group to
organize and manage a joint-stock company for
the purpose of erecting a Masonic Hall in

227. [CALIFORNIA – Santa Catalina] Munsey.
Single album page with a photo glued down on
both sides: “Avalon, Santa Catalina Isl., Cal [by]

Munsey Photo” on one side, and “#364 Lake at
Baldwin’s Ranch [by] Munsey Photo.” Both
images are approximately 5” x 8 ¼” on the 7” x
10” thin gray page. The Avalon view looks
down onto the town and harbor; the lake scene
shows a gazebo-like structure peeking through

the trees above the lake. Munsey, the
photographer, is recorded on many Santa
Catalina, Santa Barbara, and LA area views, but
no biographical information could be found.
Glue stains show through on both images; there
is a 1 1/8” scratch on the surface of the lake
view.
228. [CALIFORNIA – Vallejo] Anon. “Masonic
Hall, Vallejo / Alfred H. Gunning / Architect”,
circa 1866. The Solano County, California
history notes that Vallejo’s Naval Lodge No. 87

Vallejo. The fund drive was successful and
construction was started and completed that
same year. The hall was a two-story structure
built on the corner of Virginia and Marin streets
in Vallejo by A. Powell, contractor. A.H.
Gunning was the architect and superintendent.
Written in ink on the back side of the
photograph that measures 3 ½” x 4 ¾” on a 4
3/8” x 5 7/8” mount is the note, “Masonic Hall,
Virginia & Marin Sts, Vallejo / Directly across
Marin St. from grandfather’s house. / E.R.L.”
The view, most likely dating shortly after the
hall’s construction, was taken to show the front
and one side of the structure. A horse and
wagon is on the dirt street in front of a groundlevel Dry Goods Store, a retail space rented out
by the Lodge. Crease at both upper left and
lower right
corners, the latter
extending just
slightly into the
corner of the
print; otherwise a
great, early
Vallejo
photograph.
229.
[CALIFORNIA –
Yosemite]
Watkins, Carleton
E. [attributed to].

“Vallie de l’Yusemite No. 31 ( Californie) El
Capitan – 3300 picos de haut”, circa 1870. The
title is written in ink on border below the
image. Beautiful view of El Capitan in the
Yosemite Valley. Photograph measures 12” x 8”
on a 17 ½” x 112 ½” mount.
230. [CALIFORNIA – Yosemite] Watkins,
Carleton E. [attributed to]. “Vallae de
l’Yusemite No. 28 (Californie) Le Dome du Sud –
5000 picos de haut”, circa 1870. This

gathering site for First Nations people and later,
after European settlement, a place for
swimming and boating recreation. The 7 3/8” x
9 ¼” photo is mounted on a vintage album page
that measures 10 5/8” x 13 ¼” and shows a
bridge spanning the inlet with a man fishing off
the rocks along the left bank. Minor light
scuffing visible on the right bank when the
photo is turned just right in the light. Some
wrinkling where the photo was laid down on
the mount.
232. [COLORADO – Victor] This unmounted,
sepia-toned photograph is identified in the
negative as “Victor”, [Colorado] with additional
location identifiers for the mining operations:
Ajax, Portland, Gold Coin, Strong, Bull Hill,
Independence, and Pikes Peak, circa 1890s.
Victor was founded in 1891 shortly after the

photograph of South Dome measures 8” x 12”
on a 12 ½” x 17 ½” horizontal mount. Lower left
corner is bent.
231. [CANADA – British Columbia – Victoria]
Anon. Titled on the bottom of the mount,
“Victoria – The Gorge”, circa 1880s. The Gorge

is a narrow inlet of tide water that connects
Victoria Harbor and Portage Inlet. It was a

discovery of gold there. Together with its
neighboring community of Cripple Creek, Victor
made up a part of the Cripple Creek Mining
District, one of the richest gold producing areas
in US history. The Gold Coin Mine was
discovered in 1894 as men were digging a
building foundation in Victor. Jack Dempsey
worked as a mucker in the Portland mine before
going on to boxing fame. It has been noted that
many of the mine owners lived in Cripple Creek,
six miles away, and that most of the miners
lived in Victor. Much of downtown Victor
burned in a fire in 1899, which helps date this
photograph circa 1894-1899. The Cripple Creek
District was the site of several serious mining
strikes organized by the Western Federation of
Miners. Interesting overview image of this

famous mining region. No photographer’s mark
on this 4 ½” x 6 5/8” photograph. Piece of
upper right corner missing.
233. [HAWAII] Anon. Handwritten title in
pencil on bottom edge of gray mount,
“Lanpahochoe”, nd. View shows a community
grouping of houses, wooden business buildings,

and a church along a rocky shoreline. There is
one small circular spot near right of center, o/w
it is a clear, sharp image with great detail.
Measures 7 ¼” x 9 ¾” on a 9 ½” x 11 ½” gray
mount. Upper left corner of mount broken off;
chip and tear along left side mount, not into
image. The image itself is in Fine condition.
234. [HAWAII] Williams, J.J. Portrait view of
Sanford B. Dole (1844-1926), the first President
of Hawaii and later the first Territorial
Governor. Dole was born in Honolulu, Hawaii,
the son of Protestant missionaries. He was
elected twice (1884 and 1886) to the Hawaiian
Kingdom legislature as a representative from
Kaua’i. In 1887 he was appointed by the
monarchy to the Supreme Court of the Kingdom
of Hawaii and later to the Queen’s Privy
Council. After the overthrow of the Kingdom of
Hawaii, Dole was named president of the
Provisional Government and, in 1894, the
Republic of Hawaii, a position he held until 1900
when he was appointed Territorial Governor by
President McKinley after the U.S. annexation of
Hawaii. In 1903 he was appointed as a judge
for the U.S. District Court. Sanford Dole was a
cousin of James Dole of pineapple fame. Dole’s

appearance was “honored” by the Hawaiian
name for the pale and hair-like Spanish moss,
which, when translated, means “Dole’s beard”.
[Wikipedia] The
photograph
measures 7 ¾” x
5 ½” on a 9 ¾” x
7” mount that
bears a
photographer’s
imprint at lower
right, “J.J.
Williams
Honolulu, H.I.”
James J.
Williams (18531926) purchased the Menzies Dickson’s studio,
circa 1882, and developed a successful business
of portraiture and scenic Hawaiian photography
that was carried on for several generations.
[Mautz] The portrait and its mount show some
light foxing, not unusual for vintage Hawaiian
photos.
235. [HAWAII – Hilo] Chase, Henry L.
[attributed to]. Printed title on mount below
image reads, “Hilo, Hawaii”, circa 1870. View

looks along the shoreline with buildings on the
left side, curving around to a point. An
American flag is flying and there is a boat in the
foreground on the beach. Palm trees are
present in the background. The image
measures 6 3/8” x 8 3/8” on 10 ¾” x 13 ¾”
mount.

236. [HAWAII – Honolulu] Chase, Henry L.
[attributed to]. Printed title applied on the
mount below the image reads, “Honolulu,
Oahu”, circa 1870. The view looks down a dirt

Lava gushed from 2.5 mile-long fissures for five
days, producing an estimated volume of 123
million cubic meters of newly formed rock (for
comparison, Kilauea eruptions average less than
.5 million cubic meters per day).” Reports said
that the tsunami consisted of a succession of
five large waves 50 to 60 feet high and swept
villagers and animals out to sea. When the
Hawaiian monarchy heard of the disaster, King
Kamehameha V departed Honolulu on a
steamer and arrived in Hilo on April 10 to help
oversee a relief effort. A New Zealand
newspaper, the Daily Southern Cross (28 July

street towards mountains in the background. A
readable sign on the building to the left reads
“A. Burdick Cooper & Gauger”. The image
measures 6 3/8” x 8 ½” on a 10 ¾” x 13 ¾”
mount.
237. [HAWAII – Kahuku] Chase, Henry L.
Printed title, “Lava Cascade and River in the
Flow of April 7th, 1868, at Kahuku, Hawaii”.
Blue circular ink stamp in lower right corner,
“H.L. Chase /
Photographer
* Honolulu *”.
The Kahuku
area on the
island of
Hawaii was
inundated with lava when Mauna Loa began to
erupt on March 27, 1868. A large series of
earthquakes, sometimes as many as a thousand
per day, shook the entire island, the largest
estimated to have a magnitude of 7.9. The
Kahuku Unit at Hawaii Volcanoes National Park
on Big Island Hawaii’s website reads, “Countless
fissures opened up in the Kahuku area as the
southern portion of the volcano slipped towards
the ocean. At least 75 people lost their lives in
mudslides and the ensuing tsunami that struck
the island’s southern flanks. On April 7, 1868 a
fast moving lava flow that originated in Kahuku
traveled 10 miles to the ocean in just 3 hours.

1870), reported over two years later that some
“striking views of Honolulu and Hawaiian
scenery” were being exhibited in the gallery of
R.H. Bartlett of Auckland. “Now that steam
communication between Auckland and Honolulu
may be looked upon as a permanently
established fact, the series of views displayed
cannot fail to prove of some interest to every
resident in Auckland.” The article mentions the
titles of eleven photos in the exhibit, including
eight that relate to the 1868 earthquake and
lava flows. One of the titles is “Lava Cascade
and River Kahuku during the flow of April 7,
1868”, likely the same image offered here. The
photograph measures 6 ¼” x 8 3/8” on a 11” x
13 ¾” mount.
238. [HAWAII – Volcano House] Chase, Henry
L. Handwritten title on mount below image,
“Volcano House”, circa 1870. Partial blue
circular ink stamp at the lower right corner,
“H.L. Chase / Photographer * Honolulu *”. The

image shows a fence in the foreground with the
main focus being the house and outbuildings on

portion of image and the off-white mount. The
image, although weak in contrast, is much
better than the scan indicates.
240. [INDIAN WARS] Grabill, John C.H. Printed
title in negative, “No. 3525. Indian Chiefs / Who
Counciled [sic] with Gen. Miles and Settled the /
Indian War. / 1. Standing Bull 2. Bear Who
Looks Back Running / 3. Has the Big White
Horse 4.White Tail 5. Liver Bear / 6. Little
Thunder 7. Bull Dog 8. High Hawk / 9. Lame
10. Eagle Pipe / Photo and copyright by Grabill,
’91, / Deadwood, S.D.”, 1891. Thin, un-

the large island of Hawaii. The image measures
5 ½” x 8 ¼” on a 10 1/8” x 13” mount.
239. [INDIAN WARS] Anon. Fort Meade,
Dakota Territory, circa 1878-1879. It is reported
that this photo belonged to Major Myles
Moylan, who was in the 7th Cavalry during the
Indian Wars. 1878-79, circa 1879. Moylan

mounted albumen print measuring 9 5/8” x 12
¼”. Professional repair down right corner and
upper right side.
241. [INDIANS – Navajo] Jackson, William
Henry. Navajo Delegation, circa 1876.
Photograph showing a group of eleven tribal

(1838-1909) enlisted in the U.S. Army in 1857
and served on the frontier, in the Civil War, and
throughout the Indian Wars. While a Captain,
he fought at Little Big Horn (for which he
received the Medal of Honor) and many other
battles until his retirement as Major in 1893.
He was Custer’s brother-in-law’s brother-in-law.
Photograph measures 7 ¾” x 9 ¾” on an
unevenly trimmed 11” x 14” mount with gilt
inner border lines. One white spot in emulsion
near center right edge; minor foxing on left

members and four Anglos (perhaps Indian
agents). Albumen, curved top, un-mounted

print; the image measures 8 ½” x 12 1/8” on a 9
½” x 13 ¼” sheet of photo stock. There are
several tears along edges going slightly into the
image; some corner creasing.
242. [INDIANS – Pacific Northwest] Anon.
Portrait of “Angeline / Daughter, of Chief
Seattle”, circa
1910s. Later, 6
3/4” x 4 5/8”,
photographic print
of this Puget
Sound native well
known to early
Seattle area
settlers, in a sepia
toned, softer
focus version.
Some
Imperfections in
the negative from
which this was taken are evident at the upper
right corner of this cropped photo.
243. [INDIANS – Southwest] Hillers, Jack.
“Pueblo de Canapavi, Ariz”. Photograph

244. [NEVADA] O’Sullivan, T.H. “No. 1 Snow
Peaks, Bull Run Mining District, Nevada”, 1871.
Printed along the top, “Explorations in Nevada
and Arizona Expedition of 1871. Lieut. Gen. M.

Wheeler, Com’dg”. Gold was discovered in this
area of present-day Elko County, Nevada in
1869. Because of its remote and hard to get to
location, it didn’t attract too much attention
until close to the turn of the 20th century. By
1910 the mines had essentially played out.
Measures 8” x 10 ¾” on a 15 ½” x 19 ¼” mount.
245. [OREGON to YELLOWSTONE and Beyond
– Album Pages] Anon. Group of six album
pages with photographs pasted down on both
sides relating to a trip from Astoria, Oregon up

measures 9 3/8” x 12 ½” with no borders.
Lower right and lower left corners bumped;
light toning at lower left corner.
the Columbia River, and staging in Yellowstone,
circa 1896. Together there are forty-six (46)
photographs, all but one measuring
approximately 3/2” x 4 ½”; the other, of a

Columbia River fishwheel, is boudoir size. The
group contains five views of Astoria at the
mouth of the Columbia River; eleven photos

taken on a trip up the Columbia, including three
showing the compiler’s steamboat and several
more views of taking on freight along the river
bank; one view of the Hotel Portland in

album page originally was a little over 10” x 15”.
Several of the smaller photos, particularly the
ones shot in Yellowstone, are light in contrast.

246. [WASHINGTON – Puget Sound] Anon.
Lot of four album pages, each with a
photograph mounted on both sides – together,
eight boudoir size images, circa 1880s. There

are four views of logging in Washington; two of
Puget Sound Indians; one view of an
unidentified house; and one view of Salt Lake

Portland, Oregon; twenty-five photos taken in
Yellowstone, including three views of their
stagecoach; and four views taken around the
locks at Sault St. Marie. There are penciled
notations below many of the photos, including
dates from June 18th in Portland to July 6th in
Sault St. Marie. One of the notations indicates
the year 1896. This fine group of photographs
appear to have come from the same original
album as the Alaska-related album pages
offered earlier in this section. The penciled
handwriting matches, so together they most
likely document a long trip across the
Northwest and up to Alaska. The size of each

City. All but the house photo are identified with
a printed label on the page below the image.
One of the Puget Indians photos shows a large
group of Native Americans posed in a hop field.
Picking hops was a major source of money for
regional Indian tribal members on both sides of
the Cascades in Washington. The other Indian

view is an encampment along the Puget Sound
shore showing many tribal members around

camp fires, tents, and several wooden canoes
pulled up on shore. The four logging
photographs include one of a group of loggers

Although there is no photographer
identification, the photos look very much like
some taken by David R. Judkins who worked as
a photographer in the redwood logging country
around Mendocino County in the 1870s and
from 1878 up into the 20th century in the Puget
Sound area. A remarkable grouping, all
apparently from the same long-gone album.
The album pages measure approximately 6 ½” x
10”.
247. [WASHINGTON TERRITORY – Fox Island]
Anon. Titled in the negative, “Fox Island Clay
Works / W.S. Bowen Genl Manager – Wm Lyons
Suprintnt”, circa 1890s. Fox Island is near Gig
Harbor and Tacoma in Pierce County,
Washington. The Fox Island Brick
Manufacturing Co was founded in 1884 on the
southwest end of the island. The company
manufactured brick, sewer pipe, tiles, chimney
pots, and other clay products. New owners,

posed with an oxen team bringing logs to a
railroad with the locomotive in the distance;
another of a train load of logs; another showing

logs at a landing being rolled on to railroad
trucks; and the fourth one is of a team of oxen
pulling a log across a railroad track and on to a
skid road. The Salt Lake City view looks down
from a nearby hill and shows the Mormon
complex in the foreground. The unidentified
house is of a substantial Italianate Victorian
home with outbuildings and a tank tower.

including W.S. Bowen, took over in 1888 and
changed the name to Fox Island Clay Works.
Good clay deposits on the island helped make
the company successful, particularly in
providing sewer piping throughout the Puget
Sound area. The Panic of 1893 caught up with
the company and its financing, forcing its
closure in 1894. It reopened around 1897 and
continued until it shut down for good in 1911.
[harborhistorymuseum.blogspot.com] The
photograph shows a steamboat, probably the
company’s steamer tug, “Susie”, and the plant
on the edge of Puget Sound. There are stacks
of sewer pipe piled on the beach ready to be

loaded out by ship. The photograph measures 9
¾” x 13 1/8” on a 14” x 17” mount. Single tear
on each side; two tears on bottom edge of
mount border, but not extending into the
image.
248. [WASHINGTON TERRITORY – Tacoma]
Watkins, Carleton E. This photograph, circa
1882, is titled in ink on the mount below the
image, “Mt. Rainier, W.T. as soon from
Tacoma”. With two steamboats and a sailing

mount bearing the logo of F.V. Hayden’s
Department of the Interior / USGS / U.S.
Geological Survey of the Territories, circa 18711872. The 8 1/8” x 8 ¼” photo on that official
11” x 14” mount shows the rugged Teton
Range, a portion of the Rocky Mountains along
the border of Idaho and Wyoming. The
majority of the range is on the western
Wyoming side. Jackson was the photographer
for several USGS expeditions. It is most likely
that this image was shot by Jackson while on
either the 1871 or 1872 expeditions.
250. [WYOMING – Yellowstone] Jackson, W.H.
Titled on the mount below the image, “Castle
Geyser, / Fire Hole Basin, / Hot Spring Series”,
circa 1871-1872. The mount also indicates that
it was a “W.H. Jackson Photo / Washington,
D.C.” Jackson was in Yellowstone in both 1871

ship in the foreground close to the shore, the
view looks across the bay toward Mt. Rainier in
the distance. Also in the foreground are several
Northern Pacific passenger cars and logs within
a boom. Watkins was in the Pacific Northwest,
including Washington Territory, in 1882. This
photo is attributed to him and dates from the
time period of that trip. The image measures
4 ¾” x 8 ¼” on an off-white 8” x 11 3/8” mount.
249. [WYOMING / IDAHO – Teton Range]
Jackson, W.H. Titled in the image, “418. The
Teton Range, South”, this photograph is on a

and 1872. In October of 1872 he sold his
Omaha, NE studio and moved to Washington,
D.C. where he spent the winter cataloging and
printing negatives he had made the previous
summer. With the D.C. address on the mount,
it is quite possible that this photograph was
taken in 1872 and published sometime in 1873.
Castle Geyser, some 700 yards from Old
Faithful, is the largest cone geyser in the Upper
Geyser Basin of Yellowstone National Park. The
geyser was named by Lt. Doane of the
Washburn expedition party in 1870.

